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Summary

Pursuant to Commission resolution 2004/72, the Set of Principles for the protection and promotion of human rights through action to combat impunity (the Principles) have been updated “to reflect recent developments in international law and practice, including international jurisprudence and State practice, and taking into account the independent study” on impunity (E/CN.4/2004/88) commissioned by the Secretary-General pursuant to resolution 2003/72. The independent study, in turn, identified best practices in combating impunity, using the Principles as a framework for assessment.

Relevant developments in international law have on the whole strongly affirmed the Principles while providing further clarification of the scope of States’ established legal obligations. Accordingly, the updated text largely affirms and preserves the Principles as they were proposed in 1997 (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/20/Rev.1, annex II) while clarifying specific aspects of their application in light of recent developments in international law. While most revisions reflect developments in substantive international law, some reflect major institutional developments since the Principles were proposed, such as the emergence of a new breed of court comprising both national and international elements.

Some revisions reflect recent developments in State practice that, beyond their potential relevance in disclosing emerging principles of international law or confirming established legal norms, have provided valuable insights concerning effective strategies for combating impunity. For example recent experience has affirmed the central importance of promoting the broad participation of victims and other citizens, including in particular women and minorities, in the design and implementation of programmes for combating impunity. This experience is reflected in revisions that avoid categorical language in respect of questions whose resolution is appropriately left to national deliberations while distilling generally helpful insights from States’ evolving experience in combating impunity.

Some revisions reflect the cumulative experience of States, the United Nations, and other institutions and organizations that have played leading roles in addressing the challenge of justice after the wholesale collapse of legal process. The updated principles have distilled this experience by, for example, recognizing the need to consider comprehensive institutional reform as a foundation for sustainable justice during periods of democratic transition.

In larger perspective, the developments underlying revisions to the Principles represent remarkable advances in national and international efforts to combat impunity. Seemingly impregnable barriers to prosecution have been dismantled in countries that have endured the depredations of dictatorship; a new breed of court, combining national and international elements, has entered the lexicon of institutions designed to render justice for atrocious crimes; States have cooperated to ensure prosecution of officials at the highest levels of Government before international, internationalized and national courts; and Governments and civil society have acquired an expanding repertoire of tools for combating impunity. While these developments have made it necessary to update the Principles, the Principles themselves have played a singularly influential role in contributing to these advances.
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Introduction

1. This report is submitted pursuant to resolution 2004/72, in which the Commission on Human Rights requested the Secretary-General to appoint an independent expert for a period of one year to update the Set of Principles for the protection and promotion of human rights through action to combat impunity (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/20/Rev.1, annex II) (the Principles) “to reflect recent developments in international law and practice, including international jurisprudence and State practice, and taking into account the independent study” on impunity (E/CN.4/2004/88) commissioned by the Secretary-General pursuant to resolution 2003/72 (Independent Study) as well as information and views received from States and intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) pursuant to resolution 2004/72.

2. The Independent Study mentioned in resolution 2004/72 identified “best practices, including recommendations, to assist States in strengthening their domestic capacity to combat all aspects of impunity, taking into account” the Principles “and how they have been applied, reflecting recent developments and considering the issue of their further implementation”. Recent developments reflected in the study included “key developments in international law and State practice since 1997”, the year that the Principles were submitted to the then Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities by Louis Joinet, Special Rapporteur on the question of impunity of perpetrators of violations of human rights (civil and political), and transmitted to the Commission by Sub-Commission decision 1997/28. In accordance with resolution 2004/72, the Principles have been updated in light of recent developments in international law and practice, including those noted in the Independent Study as well as more recent developments.

3. In addition to information provided by Governments, this report benefited from an expert workshop organized by the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Geneva on 18 and 19 November 2004. The workshop was convened to facilitate an exchange of views between the independent expert and experts drawn from the various geographical regions (Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin America and Caribbean, and Western Europe and Other States). Participants also included representatives of OHCHR, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and NGOs. The independent expert also wishes to acknowledge the separate contributions of Amnesty International, the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the International Federation of Human Rights, Human Rights Watch, the International Center for Transitional Justice, the International Commission of Jurists, ICRC, the International Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims, the Open Society Justice Initiative, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, and Redress Trust.

4. As the Independent Study recognized, although “some aspects of the Principles … may benefit from updating” to reflect significant developments in international law and State practice, “recent developments in international law have affirmed the Principles as a whole and highlighted their contribution to domestic efforts to combat impunity”. Indeed, the study concluded, the “Principles have already had a profound impact on efforts to combat impunity.” Accordingly the updated text, which is set forth in the addendum to this report (E/CN.4/2005/102/Add.1), largely affirms and preserves the Principles as they were proposed by the Sub-Commission in 1997 while reflecting relevant developments.
5. Where revisions have been made, they reflect one or more of the following considerations (more detailed explanations, which supplement these general observations to the extent necessary or useful, are set forth in section I). Most of the revisions reflect recent developments in international law as reflected in jurisprudence of international courts, human rights treaty bodies and national courts as well as in other aspects of State practice. For the most part these developments provide further clarification of the scope of States’ established obligations under international law while generally affirming the relevant Principles.

6. In some instances recent developments have underscored the comparative importance of certain principles or of the premises underlying the Principles as a whole. Reflecting developments of this kind, some revisions represent a corresponding change in emphasis without modifying the Principles. For example recent developments have strongly affirmed a central premise of the Principles - “the need for a comprehensive approach towards combating impunity”. To highlight the overarching importance of this principle, the updated text includes as its first principle text previously included in principle 18 (1), which recognizes a range of measures that States must take to meet their obligations to combat impunity.

7. Another category of revisions broadly reflects developments in State practice that, beyond their potential relevance in disclosing emerging principles of customary law or confirming established norms, have provided valuable insights concerning effective strategies for combating impunity. Perhaps most important in this regard, recent experience has affirmed the central importance of promoting “the broad participation of victims and other citizens” in “designing policies for combating impunity”. Their participation helps ensure that policies for combating impunity effectively respond to victims’ actual needs and, in itself, “can help reconstitute the full civic membership of those who were denied the protection of the law in the past”. Broad consultations also help ensure that policies for combating impunity are themselves rooted in processes that ensure public accountability. Finally, programmes that emerge from national consultations are, in the words of a recent report by the Secretary-General on the rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict societies, more likely than those imposed from outside “to secure sustainable justice for the future, in accordance with international standards, domestic legal traditions and national aspirations”.

8. Recent experience has also shown that the aims of the Principles can be effectively achieved only when concerted efforts are made to ensure that men and women participate on an equal basis in the development and implementation of policies for combating impunity. For example, the Principles affirm that commissions of inquiry should “pay particular attention to violations of the basic rights of women”; recent experience has shown that this aim is facilitated by ensuring gender balance in the composition of truth commissions and their staff.

9. The principle that policies for combating impunity should be informed by public consultations, including in particular the views of victims, is closely related to another conclusion of the Independent Study: “[W]hile States must meet their obligations under international law, ... there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ response to serious violations of human rights.” Addressing the role of the United Nations in supporting the rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict societies, the aforementioned report of the Secretary-General (see paragraph 7) similarly concluded: “We must ... eschew one-size-fits-all formulas and the
importation of foreign models, and, instead, base our support on national assessments, national participation and national needs and aspirations.”

Reflecting both insights, which derive from extensive recent experience, in some instances the updated text of the Principles reflects the importance of public consultations in shaping anti-impunity measures.

10. In the course of updating the Principles in light of the factors specified in resolution 2004/72, the independent expert has framed changes with a view towards ensuring that the Principles are readily adapted to diverse legal systems and, more generally, towards enhancing their clarity. In some instances, the text of the Principles has been revised to reflect clarification of their meaning previously provided in the report to the Sub-Commission accompanying the Principles when they were submitted in 1997. Several revisions also seek to ensure that the English text corresponds as nearly as possible to the original French text of the Principles. The independent expert has noted that, when the English and French texts of the Principles convey somewhat different connotations, the French text better reflects relevant principles of international law. Finally, the text of some principles has been updated as necessary to reflect revisions made in other principles.

11. In view of the independent expert’s mandate to update the Principles “to reflect recent developments in international law and practice, including international jurisprudence and State practice”, as well as other considerations specified in resolution 2004/72, it may be useful to reiterate that “these principles are not legal standards in the strict sense, but guiding principles”.

The apparent premise of resolution 2004/72, which has informed the independent expert’s approach in updating the Principles, is that guidelines that are not legally binding in themselves should nonetheless reflect and comport with pertinent legal standards.

I. COMMENTARY ON THE UPDATED PRINCIPLES

12. As used herein, the phrase “the Principles” refers to the text of the Principles set forth in annex II of E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/20/Rev.1, while references in the form of “principle 1” denote specific principles in that text. Phrases such as “revised text”, “updated text”, “revised principle”, and “updated principle” refer to text that has been updated pursuant to resolution 2004/72. The updated principles are set forth in the addendum to this report.

A. Definitions

13. The updated definition of “serious crimes under international law” reflects clarifications of relevant law provided by recent jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals, human rights treaty bodies and national courts. While the previous definition mentioned “war crimes” and “grave breaches of international humanitarian law” separately, the revised text reflects the fact that grave breaches are a subset of the broader category of war crimes and, as recognized in the jurisprudence of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), the respective statutes of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and of the International Criminal Court (Rome Statute), and the jurisprudence of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, other serious violations of international humanitarian law also constitute war crimes. The phrase “other violations of internationally-protected human rights
14. The revised text introduces the phrase “truth commissions”, a particular type of commission of inquiry, in view of their increasing importance as a mechanism for exercising the right to know. The updated text uses this phrase in respect of standards that are especially or uniquely relevant to truth commissions. The definition set forth in the addendum largely follows the definition used in the report of the Secretary-General on the rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict societies.

15. The updated text also introduces a definition of “archives”, a term that is centrally important to several principles. The definition is largely self-explanatory, but several points merit brief comment. First, while the archives that are of principal concern in principles 4 and 13-17 are those possessed by government agencies relating to periods of significant repression, in recent years the proliferation of truth commissions has increased the importance of their own archives and highlighted the need to address issues relating to this source of archival material. Second, in accordance with professional archival practice, the word “documents” comprises a broad range of formats, such as paper (including maps, drawings and posters), electronic records (such as e-mail and word processing records and databases), still photographs, film, videotapes and audio tapes. Finally, although the definition used in the updated principles focuses on official sources, materials pertaining to human rights violations collected by foreign Governments, domestic and international NGOs, universities and international organizations also play an important part in societies’ ability to exercise their right to know the truth about violations of human rights and humanitarian law. States must respect and protect the right of non-State organizations and individuals to collect, preserve and make available relevant documents concerning such violations.

16. The updated text retains the definition of “impunity” in the Principles. This definition should be understood in light of principle 18 (1)/updated principle 1, which makes clear that States must undertake a range of measures to combat impunity. Satisfying one of their obligations, such as the duty to ensure prosecution of those responsible for serious crimes under international law, does not relieve States of their independent obligations, including those bearing on reparations, the right to know and, more generally, non-recurrence of violations.

B. The right to know

17. Two overarching considerations have informed the independent expert’s approach to this section of the Principles. First, recent developments in international jurisprudence and State practice have strongly affirmed both the individual and collective dimensions of the right to know, although the contours of this right have been delineated somewhat differently by various treaty bodies.
18. Second, extensive global experience with truth commissions in the period since the Principles were developed has shown that the “participation of victims and other citizens” (see paragraph 7 above) has special importance for deliberations concerning the collective dimension of the right to know. Revisions to principles 5-12 reflect this experience by avoiding categorical language in respect of questions whose resolution is appropriately left to national deliberations while distilling generally helpful insights from the recent experience of truth commissions.

19. At the same time, the updated text recognizes that some questions bearing on the right to know are governed by established or emerging international standards. For example, while the question whether or when to establish a truth commission should generally be determined through national deliberations, the principle that States must preserve archives that enable societies to exercise their right to know the truth about past repression has universal relevance.

1. General principles

20. The English text of the first sentence of revised principle 2 - which corresponds to principle 1 - replaces “systematic, gross” with “massive or systematic”. This change brings the English text into conformity with the original French text, which uses the phrase “massive ou systématique”. Besides conforming to the original French text, this modification reflects recent practice and international law better than the English text of principle 1. With respect to practice, the mandates of truth commissions generally have not restricted the commissions’ inquiry to violations that are both systematic and gross. With respect to relevant law, the phrasing of the French text evokes the definition of crimes against humanity reflected in recent jurisprudence of the ICTY and the Human Rights Committee and in article 3 of the Statute of the ICTR and article 7 (1) of the Rome Statute. Each of these sources defines crimes against humanity as certain acts when committed on a widespread or systematic basis. While the mandates of recent truth commissions have typically encompassed crimes that do not necessarily rise to the level of crimes against humanity, the occurrence of this international crime would represent a paradigmatic basis for establishing a truth commission.

21. The heading and text of revised principle 3 are framed in terms of the duty of States to “preserve memory”. This phrasing seeks to clarify without modifying the meaning of principle 2, which uses the phrase “duty to remember”. Put differently, the updated text seeks to make explicit the intended meaning of the original phrasing as reflected in the second sentence of principle 2, those of the Principles that provide specific guidance concerning application of principle 2 (notably principles 13-17), and the commentary accompanying the Principles.

22. The revised text of principle 5, which updates principle 4 and incorporates the first paragraph of principle 5, reflects two considerations. First, the updated text seeks to avoid any possible implication that the work of truth commissions is an alternative to the essential role of the judiciary in protecting human rights by removing the phrase “If judicial institutions are wanting in that respect”. Indeed, recent experience has highlighted the independent contributions of the judiciary in clarifying circumstances surrounding human rights violations. That truth commissions “are not intended to act as substitutes for the civil, administrative or criminal courts” is explicitly affirmed in principle 7 (a); the revised text of principle 5 simply
reinforces this point. Second, consistent with the considerations noted above in paragraphs 7-9 and 18, the updated text implicitly recognizes that the decision whether to establish a truth commission should be the product of national deliberations when local conditions allow such deliberations to take place freely and safely, although international support can significantly enhance domestic deliberations and may be essential to the successful operation of the commission.

2. Commissions of inquiry

23. Principle 5 (2) provides: “In order to restore the dignity of victims, families and human rights advocates, [investigations by commissions of inquiry] shall be conducted with the object of securing recognition of such parts of the truth as were formerly constantly denied.” This text has been revised in principle 6 (2), which uses the phrase “In recognition of the dignity” rather than “In order to restore the dignity” and does not include a reference to “human rights advocates”. The first change seeks to avoid any possible implication that perpetrators of atrocious crimes have been successful in depriving victims and their families of their inherent dignity. The second change seeks to reinforce the core concern of principle 5 (2) with direct and indirect victims of human rights violations without changing this principle’s meaning. Victims may, and often do, include human rights advocates. In these instances, their status is subsumed in the principle’s general reference to victims. At the same time, the revised text addresses the concern underlying the explicit reference to human rights advocates in principle 5 (2) by preserving its recommendation that investigations by truth commissions should be conducted with the object in particular “of securing recognition of such parts of the truth as were formerly constantly denied”. As explained in the commentary to the Principles, acknowledging aspects of the truth that “oppressors often denounced as lies as a means of discrediting human rights advocates” is a means of “rehabilitat[ing] those advocates”.

24. The revised text preserves the aim of principle 6 (a) - to ensure the independence, impartiality and, more generally, the accountability of commissions of inquiry - by incorporating its central principle in general terms in the chapeau of revised principle 7 while avoiding language (e.g. “Commissions shall be established by law”) that may appear to constrain decisions that should be addressed in a national context. Recent experience suggests that the most appropriate means of establishing a publicly accountable truth commission may vary depending upon the particular features of a country’s legal system and its national experience. While some truth commissions created through national action have been established by legislation, others have been established by presidential decree.

25. Revised principle 7 (a) adds the phrase “except on grounds of incapacity or behaviour rendering them unfit to discharge their duties and pursuant to procedures ensuring fair, impartial and independent determinations” after the text, derived from principle 6 (b), assuring the irremovability of commission members during their terms of office. The new text, which draws from the Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, should be understood as referring solely to legitimate grounds for removal, such as corrupt behaviour, under procedures assuring fair, independent and impartial determinations.
26. To conform to the French text of principle 6 (c), the word “safety” in the English text has been changed to “protection” in revised principle 7 (b). “Protection”, which mirrors “protection” in the French text, is more appropriate than “safety” in light of this provision’s particular concern with defamation and other legal proceedings that may threaten commission members’ ability to safeguard the truth.

27. The updated text of principle 7 (c) reflects recent experience highlighting the importance of ensuring gender balance in appointments to truth commissions, international criminal tribunals and other bodies that address violations of human rights and humanitarian law. For example recent truth commissions have encouraged female victims of sexual violence to provide testimony by allowing them to do so before female commissioners and staff. Similarly, fair representation on truth commissions of members of minority groups - who often number disproportionately among victims and are sometimes the target of violations - is likely to enhance these victims’ confidence in the proceedings while securing the right of each member of society to participate in public life on a basis of equality.

28. The text of updated principle 8, which addresses the terms of reference of commissions of inquiry, reorganizes principle 7 in accordance with the general considerations noted above in paragraphs 5-10. For example, while principle 7 (b) indicates that the terms of reference of a commission of inquiry “shall” stipulate the conditions in which the body may seek the assistance of law enforcement authorities and take other specified measures, revised principle 8 (a) suggests that the “commission’s terms of reference may reaffirm its right to seek the assistance of law enforcement authorities” and take other investigative measures. This phrasing seeks to avoid any inadvertent implication that a commission’s terms of reference should limit the commission’s ability to seek the cooperation of law enforcement authorities while recognizing that the desirability of specifying the commission’s investigative powers in its terms of reference (rather than, for example, in its operational procedures or in legislation requiring the police and other agencies to cooperate with a commission of inquiry) may vary from one context to another. The text of the chapeau of updated principle 8 also avoids language that might inadvertently imply that truth commissions may not establish non-legal responsibility for violations. Truth commissions may establish, and often have established, non-legal responsibility in a form that is appropriate to their mandate by, for example, identifying likely perpetrators by name.

29. The phrase “or take other appropriate measures” has been introduced in revised principle 8 (b), which addresses protection measures that commissions of inquiry should be empowered to undertake, to enhance the effectiveness of the measures contemplated by principle 7 (c) while reflecting the more comprehensive authority that truth commissions have exercised.

30. The updated text of principle 8 (c) and (d), which addresses the scope of investigations undertaken by commissions of inquiry, includes explicit reference to violations of international humanitarian law. This reflects the fact that recent truth commissions typically have examined serious violations of this law, a development welcomed in resolution 2004/72.
31. Revised principles 8 (f) and 10 (d) reflect recent experience highlighting the need to ensure that information provided to commissions of inquiry on a confidential basis is not disclosed except under conditions previously communicated to the sources. Those conditions should protect victims and other witnesses from premature or otherwise harmful disclosure of information. The length of time that records should remain closed may vary according to their nature (for example, comparatively long embargo periods may be appropriate in respect of documents pertaining to sexual violence), in light of local standards, and in view of prevailing security concerns. Revised principle 10 (d) also incorporates principle 9 (b) while updating the latter in light of the considerations noted above in paragraphs 9 and 18.

3. Preservation of and access to archives bearing witness to violations

32. The technical measures for preserving archives mentioned in revised principle 14 (which corresponds to principle 13) should be understood to include measures for preserving paper, video, audio and other documents and the use of microfilm. Such measures must be taken on an urgent basis in some situations, as when an outgoing regime attempts to destroy records of its human rights violations. When possible and appropriate, copies of archives should be made and stored in diverse locations. Except in extreme cases where the physical survival of archives is imperilled, the original documents should remain in the country concerned. Even in situations justifying removal of archives, the records should remain outside the country concerned for limited periods only. These general guidelines are subject to legally binding orders or requests of international criminal tribunals, which may require States to provide original documents.

33. The third paragraph of revised principle 15 recognizes the need for “reasonable restrictions” on access to archives “aimed at safeguarding the privacy and security of victims and other individuals”. Safeguards encompassed in this paragraph may apply, inter alia, to individuals who have provided information on a confidential basis, including individuals who participate in witness-protection programmes that preclude public disclosure of their identity or of information that would indirectly identify them as sources of information in archives.

34. The second sentence of updated principle 16, which addresses the cooperation of archive departments with courts and commissions of inquiry, reflects considerations relating to confidential testimony addressed in other principles. While the third sentence of this provision retains the general rule that access to archives may not be denied on grounds of national security (see principle 15), it refines this standard in light of recent developments in international law and State practice. For purposes of the revised text, “legitimate national security interest” should be understood to exclude restrictions whose actual purpose or effect is to protect a government from embarrassment or to prevent exposure of wrongdoing.

35. Where principle 16 (b) provides that documents challenging an official document should be “attached” to the latter, revised principle 17 (b) frames this same standard somewhat differently with a view towards reflecting the practice of professional archivists. Particularly in respect of electronic documents, it is more accurate to speak in terms of cross-referencing documents and making both available at the same time than in terms of attaching documents to each other.
C. The right to justice

1. General principles

36. For reasons previously noted (see paragraph 6), principle 18 (1) has become updated principle 1. The remaining text of principle 18 has been incorporated in revised principle 19, which focuses on States’ obligations in the sphere of criminal justice. The text has been revised to accommodate diverse legal systems and in recognition of the important role that NGOs, both national and international, have played in ensuring effective implementation of States’ obligations to combat impunity through the proper administration of criminal justice.47

37. NGOs may have a legitimate interest in representing victims even if, in the words of principle 18 (2), they have not engaged in “recognized long-standing activities on behalf of the victims concerned”. Particularly during periods of restoration of or transition to democracy and/or peace, the most effective domestic NGOs may not have been able to establish themselves on a long-standing basis; victims could effectively be denied the right to a judicial remedy48 if recently established NGOs were denied standing to assist victims. Accordingly, the revised text uses the phrase “any … non-governmental organization having a legitimate interest therein” instead of “non-governmental organizations with recognized long-standing activities on behalf of the victims concerned”. The text of revised principle 19 (2) urging States to guarantee wronged parties “broad legal standing in the judicial process” is relevant at all appropriate stages of the criminal proceedings, provided the participation of these parties is exercised in a manner that is consistent with the rights of the accused and, more generally, with a fair and impartial trial.49

38. In larger perspective, the general obligation of States to ensure prosecution of individuals responsible for serious crimes under international law entails a duty not only to institute proceedings against suspects in a State’s jurisdiction if the suspects are not handed over for trial by another court, but also, when applicable, to provide appropriate forms of cooperation to other States, international tribunals, and internationalized courts in connection with their criminal proceedings.

2. Distribution of jurisdiction between national, foreign, international and internationalized courts

39. Principle 19, which addresses the jurisdiction of national courts in relation to international criminal tribunals, has been updated in revised principle 20 to reflect recent institutional developments in international criminal law. These include the entry into force of the Rome Statute; the emergence of a new breed of court comprising both national and international elements, a trend exemplified by the establishment of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, the Special Panels for Serious Crimes in Timor-Leste, and courts in Kosovo established under the authority of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo; and the likely establishment of other internationalized courts, including the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia.50 References in this and other updated principles to “international criminal tribunals” include any regional courts that may be established with appropriate jurisdiction over serious crimes under international law.
40. The first sentence of principle 19/updated principle 20, which reaffirms the primary responsibility of States to ensure justice for serious crimes under international law, reflects the general obligation of States to ensure prosecution of those responsible for atrocious crimes. Whereas principle 19 recognizes the concurrent jurisdiction of an international criminal tribunal in circumstances “where national courts cannot yet offer satisfactory guarantees of independence and impartiality, or are physically unable to function”, the second sentence of updated principle 20 affirms this same approach in terms that reflect the establishment since 1993 of various international and internationalized tribunals (see paragraph 39 above), whose respective statutes define the terms of their jurisdiction vis-à-vis national courts in somewhat different terms.

41. In some instances, the circumstances described in the second sentence of principle 19 (1)/updated principle 20 (1) have led the Security Council to create or approve ad hoc tribunals that may assert primacy over domestic courts in respect of crimes that are subject to concurrent jurisdiction. Pursuant to article 17 of the Rome Statute, the International Criminal Court (ICC) may exercise its jurisdiction only when a State that has jurisdiction over a case that is potentially subject to ICC jurisdiction is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out an investigation or prosecution. Each of these approaches is encompassed in the text of updated principle 20 (1) recognizing that “international and internationalized criminal tribunals” may exercise concurrent jurisdiction “[i]n accordance with the terms of their statutes”.

42. With the advent of international and internationalized criminal tribunals in the past 12 years, cooperation with these tribunals to the extent required by applicable sources of legal obligation has become an increasingly important component of States’ general obligation to ensure prosecution of serious crimes under international law. This development is reflected in the second paragraph of revised principle 20, which recognizes the duty of States to ensure that they fully satisfy applicable legal obligations in respect of international and internationalized criminal tribunals.

43. Revised principle 21 consolidates principles 20-22. The principal thrust of the revised text is that States should undertake measures necessary to enable their courts to exercise universal jurisdiction to the extent permitted by international law and must take measures necessary to enable them to meet their obligations under applicable sources of law - such as the Geneva Conventions of 1949, Additional Protocol No. I of 1977, and the Convention against Torture - to institute prosecutions over individuals in their territory suspected of criminal responsibility for specified violations unless those individuals are transferred for prosecution before another court with jurisdiction.

44. The updated text also reflects the institutional developments noted above in paragraph 39. While principles 20-22 focus on the jurisdiction of national courts (as implied in the reference to extradition in principle 21 (b)), revised principle 21 (2) recognizes that States may satisfy their obligations aimed at ensuring prosecution of certain offences not only by instituting prosecutions if they do not extradite suspects to another State, but also by surrendering suspects for prosecution before an international or internationalized criminal tribunal. Indeed, in accordance with relevant sources of legal obligation, including resolutions of the Security Council, the Rome Statute, and the statutes of internationalized tribunals, under some circumstances States’ obligations must be satisfied by searching for, arresting, and transferring indicted suspects to one of these tribunals.
3. Restrictions on rules of law justified by action to combat impunity

45. The revised text of principle 22 introduces several modifications to principle 23, which commends States to introduce safeguards “against any abuse for purposes of impunity” of various widely recognized legal doctrines; corresponding revisions are introduced in revised principle 26 (b). First, the revised text includes a reference to the legal doctrine non bis in idem in light of recent legal developments. As noted in the Independent Study (paras. 36-37), the statutes of recently established international criminal tribunals include provisions allowing retrial of defendants in respect of acts for which they have already been prosecuted in a national court if the earlier proceedings were not impartial or independent or were designed to shield the accused from international criminal responsibility or if the case was not diligently prosecuted. Similar provisions have been adopted by national legislatures.

46. Second, the updated text of principle 22 includes a reference to “official immunities”, a subject that has received substantial judicial attention in recent years and which was already recognized in principle 29 (b). As noted in the Independent Study (para. 52), at the very least “official immunities ratione materiae may not encompass conduct condemned as a serious crime under international law.” Finally, the proposed text does not include a reference to in absentia procedures for reasons noted earlier (see above, first sentence of paragraph 10). The last change in no way implies, however, that States may abuse the absence of in absentia procedures in their own legal systems in ways that foster or contribute to impunity. Indeed, inter-State cooperation in relation to investigations undertaken in absentia would generally increase the likelihood that the investigating State could obtain physical custody of criminal suspects.

47. Principle 24 (2), which recognizes the imprescriptibility of certain offences, has been slightly reworded in updated principle 23 (2) in view of the revised definition of serious crimes under international law (see above, paragraph 13); somewhat different rules concerning statutory limitations may apply to certain offences included in the updated definition and the law in this area is evolving. While the revised text therefore does not specify which international crimes are imprescriptible, the general trend in international jurisprudence has been towards increasing recognition of the relevance of this doctrine not only for such international crimes as crimes against humanity and war crimes, but also for gross violations of human rights such as torture.

48. In Furundžija, for example, ICTY Trial Chamber II expressed its view that “torture may not be covered by a statute of limitations”. In 2000, the Human Rights Committee included the following recommendation in its concluding observations on Argentina: “Gross violations of civil and political rights during military rule should be prosecutable for as long as necessary, with applicability as far back in time as necessary to bring their perpetrators to justice. The Committee recommends that rigorous efforts continue to be made in this area.” The Committee against Torture has recommended that States parties to the Convention against Torture repeal or consider repealing statutes of limitation for crimes involving torture. In judgements rendered since 2001, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has repeatedly observed: “This Court considers that all amnesty provisions, provisions on prescription and the establishment of measures designed to eliminate responsibility are inadmissible, because they are intended to prevent the investigation and punishment of those responsible for serious human rights violations such as torture, extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary execution and forced disappearance, all of them prohibited because they violate non-derogable rights recognized by international human rights law.”
49. The approach reflected in these developments may be of special importance in overcoming impunity for crimes of sexual violence. In many countries, the non-responsiveness of national legal systems has long prevented victims of sexual violence from seeking redress.

50. As noted in the Independent Study (para. 28), “recent decisions have reaffirmed the incompatibility of amnesties that lead to impunity with the duty of States to punish serious crimes under international law (principles 18 and 25 (a))”. This general trend has continued, further affirming principle 25 (a)/revised principle 24 (a) and clarifying its scope. Notably, in his report on the rule of law and transitional justice in conflict and post-conflict societies, the Secretary-General concluded that “United Nations-endorsed peace agreements can never promise amnesties for genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity or gross violations of human rights”.

51. National court decisions have also continued to limit the application of past amnesties. In a recent decision, the Supreme Court of Chile found that, because enforced disappearance is an ongoing crime until proof of the direct victim’s death has been established, a 1978 amnesty decree covering human rights crimes committed between 1973 and 1978 did not apply in the Miguel Angel Sandoval Rodríguez case (17 November 2004).

52. Principle 27, which addresses restrictions on extradition, has been revised in updated principle 26 (a) by including a prohibition on extradition of suspects to countries “where there are substantial grounds for believing that the suspect would be in danger of being subjected to gross violations of human rights such as torture; enforced disappearance; or extralegal, arbitrary or summary executions”. This text derives from article 3 (1) of the Convention against Torture, article 8 (1) of the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, and principle 5 of the Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions. The revised text of principle 26 (a) adds: “If extradition is denied on these grounds, the requested State shall submit the case to its competent authorities for the purpose of prosecution.” This text, which tracks the language of article 7 (1) of the Convention against Torture, is equally relevant to other serious crimes under international law. Recent developments underlying updated principle 26 (b) are summarized above in paragraph 45.

53. Changes to principle 29 that are reflected in updated principle 27 reconcile the English text with the original French. In addition, the last sentence of principle 29 (b) has become a separate subparagraph - revised principle 27 (c) - in recognition of the distinct nature of the two legal doctrines reflected in principle 29 (b). Whereas principle 29 (b) addresses doctrines concerning superior responsibility and official immunities in a single paragraph, revised principle 27 (b) addresses the former while revised principle 27 (c) addresses the latter.

54. Extensive jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals makes clear that the doctrine of superior responsibility reflected in principle 27 (b) should be understood to apply, when relevant, in respect of individuals exercising de facto control over subordinates as well as to individuals whose power to control subordinates derives from de jure authority. More generally, jurisprudence of human rights treaty bodies and other sources reflect the relevance of updated principle 27 for all serious crimes under international law.
55. Principle 30 (1) provides in part: “The fact that, once the period of persecution is over, a perpetrator discloses the violations that he or others have committed in order to benefit from the favourable provisions of legislation on repentance cannot exempt him or her from criminal or other responsibility.” This text has been updated in revised principle 28 (1) by removing “once the period of persecution is over” and adding “disclosure or” between “legislation on” and “repentance”. The latter change takes account of variations among national laws that provide incentives for perpetrators to disclose the truth about human rights violations. It has been more common to frame such laws in terms of disclosure than of repentance.

56. The first change seeks to avoid any possible implication that a perpetrator of serious crimes under international law may be exempted from criminal punishment altogether by disclosing his or her violations during a period of persecution. This result would be incompatible with international legal developments concerning amnesties summarized in paragraphs 28-31 of the Independent Study and noted above in paragraph 50, as well as with article 18 (1) of the Declaration on Enforced Disappearance. The Declaration does, however, explicitly recognize that “persons who, having participated in enforced disappearances, are instrumental in bringing the victims forward alive or in providing voluntarily information which would contribute to clarifying cases of enforced disappearance” may benefit from national legislation establishing such conduct as a mitigating circumstance. Substantially the same approach is reflected in the second sentence of principle 30 (1)/updated principle 28 (1), which provides: “The disclosure may only provide grounds for a reduction of sentence in order to encourage revelation of the truth.”

57. Principle 31, which addresses restrictions on the jurisdiction of military courts, is presented in a streamlined form in revised principle 29. The standard embodied in revised principle 29 - that military courts should not exercise jurisdiction over serious human rights violations - is reflected in article 16 (2) of the Declaration on Enforced Disappearance and has been reaffirmed in resolutions of the Commission and Sub-Commission and in the practice of human rights treaty bodies.

D. The right to reparation/guarantees of non-recurrence

1. General principles

58. Principle 34 (1)/updated principle 32 (1), which reaffirms the right of victims to “have access to a readily available, prompt and effective remedy in the form of criminal, civil, administrative or disciplinary proceedings”, reflects a well-established rule of international human rights law. As the jurisprudence of human rights treaty bodies has repeatedly affirmed, “if the violation … is particularly serious”, victims must have recourse to judicial remedies. Without prejudice to this right, recent experience has affirmed the important role of national programmes of reparation in the aftermath of mass atrocity. In these circumstances, where the universe of victims is typically very large, administrative programmes can facilitate the distribution to victims of adequate, effective and prompt reparation. This development is reflected in the first sentence of updated principle 32 (2).
59. Several insights concerning the effective design of administrative programmes of reparation can be distilled from recent experience:

(a) Ideally, the programme should be “complete” in the sense that the class of beneficiaries should coincide with the class of victims. To this end, special care should be taken in defining categories of crimes that give rise to benefits. Frequently, these categories have been selected in a way that excludes from benefits those who have traditionally been marginalized, including women and some minority groups. (To compensate all victims, of course, does not mean that all of them have to receive the same benefits);

(b) The possibility of achieving completeness - of providing benefits to all victims - is related to the programme’s comprehensiveness, that is, to the breadth of categories of crimes for which the programme provides redress. Focusing on a narrow set of offences would unfairly exclude large numbers of victims - and would likely ensure that the excluded victims’ claims remain on the political agenda for a long time to come;

(c) To make it feasible to provide benefits to all victims of all relevant categories of crime, it is important to design a programme that distributes a variety of material and symbolic benefits and does so in a coherent fashion. A reparations programme is internally coherent if it establishes relations of complementarity or mutual support between the various kinds of benefits it distributes;

(d) A reparations programme should also operate in coordination with other justice measures. When a reparations programme functions in the absence of other justice measures, the benefits it distributes risk being seen as constituting the currency with which the State tries to buy the silence or acquiescence of victims and their families. Thus it is important to ensure that reparations efforts cohere with other justice initiatives, including criminal prosecutions, truth-telling, and institutional reform;

(e) If two of the critical aims of a reparations programme are to provide recognition to victims (not just in their status as victims, but also in their status as citizens and bearers of equal human rights) and to promote their trust in State institutions, it is essential to involve victims in the process of designing and implementing the programme.

60. The principal aim of principle 35/revised principle 33 is to make the right to a remedy effective by undertaking outreach programmes aimed at informing as many victims as possible of procedures through which they may exercise this fundamental right. The first sentence evokes this aim through the phrase “widest possible publicity”. This phrase should be understood to include other appropriate measures for identifying potential beneficiaries of reparations programmes that may, under some circumstances, be more effective than dissemination through public media. Recent experience has also highlighted the need to ensure that victims of sexual violence know that the violations they endured are included in reparations programmes and, more generally, to ensure that victims belonging to traditionally marginalized groups are able effectively to exercise their right to reparations. Besides ensuring the effective implementation of reparations programmes, disseminating information about applicable
procedures may advance two core aims of reparations programmes in situations entailing the restoration of or transition to democracy and/or peace - providing recognition to victims as citizens who bear equal rights vis-à-vis other citizens and facilitating their trust in State institutions (see above, paragraph 59 (e)).

61. Principle 36 (1) has been revised in principle 34 (1) by deleting the word “individual” before “measures concerning the right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation” and by deleting the word “general” before the phrase “measures of satisfaction”. As reflected in the most recent version of the draft Principles on Reparation, the right to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation does not pertain solely to “individual measures”, nor are measures of satisfaction appropriate only as “general measures”, as the text of principle 36 (1) might imply. The updated text also replaces the reference in principle 36 (1) to an earlier version of draft principles and guidelines on the right to reparation, which have been revised in recent years, with a more general reference to principles of international law.

62. Principle 36 (2) affirms: “In the case of forced disappearances, when the fate of the disappeared person has become known, that person’s family has the imprescriptible right to be informed thereof.” In its revised form, the phrase “when the fate of the disappeared person has become known” has been deleted to avoid any inadvertent implication that the right of families to learn the fate of the direct victim of enforced disappearance is qualified. As jurisprudence of human rights treaty bodies and the text of the Declaration on Enforced Disappearance affirm, the right of families to know the fate of the direct victim of an enforced disappearance is unqualified; States must conduct a prompt, thorough and impartial investigation whenever there are reasonable grounds to believe that an enforced disappearance has been committed and must continue the investigation “for as long as the fate of the victim of enforced disappearance remains unclarified”.

63. The location of principle 36 (2)/updated principle 34 (2) under the heading “Scope of the right to reparation” merits brief comment. As reflected in the Independent Study, the right of families to know the fate of the direct victim of enforced disappearance has both a substantive and a remedial dimension. The former is reflected in jurisprudence of various supervisory bodies recognizing that authorities’ failure to inform relatives about the fate of the direct victim of enforced disappearance may itself entail a breach of human rights, such as the right of relatives to be protected from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment; the right to life; and the right to respect for private and family life. The remedial dimension of the right to know is reflected in the jurisprudence of human rights treaty bodies, particularly in the inter-American system, which have explicitly recognized the reparative effect of knowledge of the circumstances surrounding gross violations of human rights such as enforced disappearance. Consistent with this approach, in decisions, views or judgements concerning reparations/remedies for human rights treaty violations, supervisory bodies have ordered or recommended that the State party concerned take measures necessary to clarify the circumstances relating to serious human rights violations such as enforced disappearance and denial of the right to life and, where relevant, to identify the victim’s mortal remains and deliver them to his or her next of kin.
2. Guarantees of non-recurrence of violations

64. Principles 37-42 have been revised in principles 35-38 in light of several general considerations. Most important, guidelines aimed at ensuring non-recurrence of violations have been updated to reflect recent developments in State practice and in relevant principles of international law. Some aspects of principles 37-42 reflect concerns that were characteristic of periods of restoration of or transition to democracy and/or peace that prevailed in Latin America and other regions at the time the Principles were drafted. Relevant provisions have been updated with a view towards reflecting additional concerns that have arisen or come to light in virtually every region of the world during periods of restoration of or transition to democracy and/or peace, some of which have received attention in recently adopted instruments of international law.

65. With these considerations in mind, the revised text includes some guidelines that were not included in the Principles, including standards pertaining to institutions of civilian oversight, human rights training, and demobilization and social reintegration of children who have been involved in armed conflict. Moreover, the focus of some Principles has been broadened in light of recent experience. For example, where principle 39 addresses the need to repeal emergency laws insofar as they imperil fundamental rights, revised principle 38 recognizes the importance of broader legislative reform, with a view towards safeguarding human rights and democratic institutions, during periods of transition to democracy and/or peace.

66. More generally, the revised text reflects the cumulative experience of States, the United Nations, and other institutions and organizations that have played leading roles in addressing the challenge of justice in the aftermath of armed conflict and/or systemic repression. That experience has been distilled in the updated principles by recognizing, for example, the importance of comprehensive attention to institutional reform as a foundation for sustainable justice.

67. Revised principle 36 (d) includes civil complaint procedures among the measures that are necessary to ensure that public institutions operate in accordance with international human rights standards. In this regard it may be noted that “[t]he establishment of national human rights commissions is one ... strategy that has shown promise for helping to restore the rule of law ... and protection of vulnerable groups where the justice system is not yet fully functioning”. As noted in the Independent Study, another “institution that has recently gained in importance in some countries is that of the office of the ombudsman or public advocate”.

68. Recent experience has affirmed the importance of “[v]etting the public service to screen out individuals associated with past abuses” as a guarantee of non-recurrence, while human rights treaty bodies have recognized the role of vetting in fulfilling States’ general obligation to prevent violations of human rights. In circumstances involving the restoration of or transition to democracy and/or peace, vetting can also play a part in addressing the “impunity gap” between the number of individuals who actively participated in past abuses and the capacity of any justice system - national or international - to prosecute all those who may be criminally responsible.
69. Revised principle 36 (a) addresses the need for vetting in terms that for the most part consolidate the guidelines set forth in principles 40-42. The revised text begins: “Public officials and employees who are personally responsible for gross violations of human rights, in particular those involved in military, security, police, intelligence and judicial sectors, shall not continue to serve in State institutions. Their removal shall comply with the requirements of due process of law and the principle of non-discrimination.” The due process standards to which this guideline refers include notifying parties under investigation of the allegations against them; providing those parties “an opportunity to respond before a body administering the vetting process”; providing those charged with “reasonable notice of the case against them, the right to contest the case and the right to appeal an adverse decision to a court or other independent body.”

101 Reflecting recent jurisprudence of human rights supervisory bodies and recent practice of special procedures, revised principle 36 (a) includes the following guideline: “Persons formally charged with individual responsibility for serious crimes under international law shall be suspended from official duties during the criminal or disciplinary proceedings.”

II. CONCLUSION

70. This report, and the Independent Study that preceded it, chronicle remarkable advances in national and international efforts to combat impunity since the Principles were submitted. During that period, seemingly impregnable barriers to prosecution have been dismantled in countries that endured the depredations of dictatorship; States have cooperated to ensure prosecution of officials at the highest levels of Government before international tribunals and national courts; a new breed of court, combining national and international elements, has entered the lexicon of institutions designed to render justice for atrocious crimes; and Governments and civil society have benefited from an expanding repertoire of tools for combating impunity and from a deepening reservoir of expertise and insight concerning the design and implementation of effective anti-impunity programmes. While these advances have made it necessary to update the Principles, the Principles themselves have played a singularly influential role in contributing to those developments. Their imprint is reflected in the nature of the revisions reflected in the updated principles; as noted at the outset of this report, recent developments in law and practice have strongly affirmed the Principles, while further clarifying their scope.
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